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Pic4: View from Napoleon’s street to Louvre
museum before the project in 1870.
Source: Leniauad, 2003 ,48.
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Pic1

Pic1: The People Place in Rome, designed
by the architect Domenico FONTANA.
Pope Sixtus V got the religious pulse of
the city by making a day pilgrimage to the
seven churches of Rome through piercing
streets for pushing the church to victory
against the reformers. Fontana called
them “streets opened by the Lord” and
“Straight streets accessible from anywhere
by walking, horse and carriage”.
Source: Giedion, 1990 :84.
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Pic3: Napoleon’s piercing street project localization. Paris in 1846.
Source: Bibliothèque historique de la Ville de Paris.
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Pic2

Pic5: Opera piercing maps.
Source: Touttain, 1971 :101.

Pic5

Pic6

*
Pic6: Between 1897 and 1899, the French expressionist painter Camille
PISSARRO, created eleven artworks of Opera piercing from a room in
Grand Hotel du Louvre which are kept in Belgrade museum: “I forget
to tell you that I found a room in the Grand Hotel du Louvre with great
views of Avenue de l'Opera and the corner of the Place du Palais Royal!
It's very nice to do! It is perhaps not very aesthetic, but I’m delighted
to try to make the streets of Paris that was used to say ugly, but are so
silver, so bright and so alive. This is diﬀerent from the boulevards. It is
modern in full!” Snow in Opera Avenue, oil painting, 65*54.
Source: Pissarro, 1950:441.
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Pic2: Chronological map of Paris piercing streets:
before Haussmann (1853), contemporary to
Haussmann (1853 – 1870) and after him (1870).
Source: Des Cars & Pinon, 1991: 360.
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Pic7: Opera piercing in the middle of
the XXth century (left) and beginning
of XXIth century (right).
Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Avenue_de_l'Opéra
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Impacts of Piercing
Streets on Paris
Urban Landscape
Mohammad Atashinbar, Ph.D in Landscape
Architecture, option Urban Landscape. Researcher of
Morphocity multidisciplinary group
Babak.atashinbar@gmail.com

Abstract | The piercing street is the result of transforming the street from a simple element
to a complex one in the primary aim to provide access in an intense neighborhood; but
before being a business -way, this is a special infrastructural business bounded to certain
factor including allotments. The piercing street is the most efficient space in the urban
perception of the city by users and therefore, has a role in the qualitative improvement or
reduction of urban landscape.
It seems that the existential philosophy of piercing streets is to control social relations
by the government, which is realized by reconnecting urban principal points.
Constructing a piercing street is considerate as a huge landscape achievement capable
of transforming the city’s spatial quality.
The present article constitute a practical research in analyzing the street landscape and
follows a creative method which is “the street landscape analyzing matrix”, derived from
the author’s Ph.D. thesis. It studies the qualitative impact of piercing streets on urban
landscape. The quantitative evaluation of this impact results from the sum of the mentioned
matrix which will be completed in MORPHOCITY multidisciplinary research group.
This article attempts to present a qualitative assessment of the impacts of piercing on the
urban landscape through an innovative model by explaining the aspects and interpretive
analysis of its landscape values in studying the case of Paris.
The evaluation of piercing street indicates the quality and quantity of the desire to attempt
utopia or to stay in the existing fact. In the middle of nineteenth century, modernism
appeared in the French society through a governmental decision and by an authoritarian
approach, cut everything in its way for leaving behind the traditional urban structure with
a renovation slogan which was ruled by the municipality: piercing streets as the symbol of
a modern government appearance. These streets, whether single or multiple, had a deep
influence on Paris’s persistence urban landscape. The actual Opera Avenue is one of this
piercings that has succeeded in promoting the urban spatial quality in adapting with user’s
subjectivity of Paris
Keywords | Urban Landscape, Piercing Street Landscape, Paris.
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